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Obstructive sleep apnea:
A better Dx model for primary care
This study identified a method that provides a truer
assessment of disease probability than has been
achieved with history and physical exam evaluation.

ABSTRACT
u Purpose To derive a predictive model for
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) in primary care
practice, using home-based overnight oximetry results to refine posttest probability (PTP)
of disease after initial risk stratification with
the Sleep Apnea Clinical Score (SACS).
u Methods We performed secondary analyses on data from a SACS validation cohort, to compare the diagnostic accuracy of
3 overnight oximetry measurements (oxygen
desaturation index [ODI], mean saturation,
and minimum saturation) in predicting OSA.
Receiver operator characteristics (ROC) were
computed for each measurement independently and sequentially after risk stratifying
with SACS. We examined the implications of
oximetry results for OSA PTP for participants
categorized as intermediate risk (SACS 6-14;
66/191 participants [35%]; OSA probability
41%). We calculated positive likelihood ratios
(LR) for multiple ODI results and determined
which ones allowed recalibration to high- or
low-risk PTP.
u Results Among the 3 oximetry findings, ODI
best predicted OSA (area under the curve [AUC],
0.88; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.83-0.93).
An ODI ≥8.4 (likelihood ratio [LR], 4.19; 95% CI,
2.87-6.10) created a PTP of 77%, while an ODI
of 0 to <8.4 (LR, 0.19, 95% CI, 0.12-0.33) created
a 14% PTP. Sequential application of SACS and
ODI results yielded an AUC result of 0.90 (95%
CI, 0.85-0.95).
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u Conclusions SACS risk stratification provides
an advantage over clinical gestalt. In those at
intermediate risk, ODI results provide a simple
and clinically useful way to further refine diagnostic prediction. Sequential use of SACS and
selectively employed overnight oximetry may
limit unnecessary polysomnography. Oximetry
testing should be avoided in patients deemed
low or high risk by SACS, as positive results do
not substantially recalibrate risk.

O

bstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a
prevalent and underdiagnosed condition. The National Sleep Foundation estimates that 18 million Americans have
OSA.1 Primary care practice may be the best
setting in which to identify OSA, as many of
our patients have conditions frequently associated with apnea (eg, hypertension, obesity,
diabetes, arrhythmia, and neurologic illness).
Up to a third of patients in primary care practice may be at increased risk.2,3
Clinical guidelines of the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) recommend obtaining a sleep history to evaluate for
possible OSA in 3 instances: as part of a routine health maintenance examination, during
evaluation of specific complaints associated
with OSA (eg, snoring, apnea, daytime sleepiness), and during comprehensive evaluations
for individuals with high-risk conditions (ie,
obesity, congestive heart failure, refractory
hypertension, diabetes, stroke history).4
C ON TIN U ED
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Providers can't
simply rely
on clinical
gestalt when
obstructive
sleep apnea
is suspected.

The American College of Physicians
(ACP) Clinical Practice Guideline suggests
assessing individuals who have unexplained
daytime sleepiness.5 The ACP considers this
assessment “High-Value Care,” as “evidence
shows that before diagnosis, patients with
OSA have higher rates of health care use,
more frequent and longer hospital stays, and
higher health care costs than after diagnosis.”5
We recently validated the diagnostic
accuracy of the Sleep Apnea Clinical Score
(SACS) for use in a primary care patient population suspected of having OSA.6 SACS uses
historical and clinical data to derive a score
that identifies a patient’s risk level.7 However,
as an alternative to the 2 levels described in
Flemons’ SACS,7 we propose creating 3 risk
strata (FIGURE 1 7,8). We believe that patients at
high risk (SACS ≥15) should be encouraged
to undergo sleep evaluations as their posttest probability (PTP) of OSA is 75% to 80%.
Individuals at low risk (SACS ≤5; PTP <20%)
could receive lifestyle advice and simple clinical interventions that decrease symptoms
(eg, weight loss, increased physical activity,
sleeping on one’s side). For low-risk patients,
clinical observation and reevaluation could
take place over time with their primary care
provider, without additional testing or referral to specialists.
❚ What about patients at intermediate
risk? Many patients suspected of having OSA

will be assigned to intermediate risk (SACS
6-14), and their PTP of OSA remains at 40%
to 45%, the pre-test level most commonly
encountered in suspected OSA. As polysomnography is a limited and expensive clinical
resource, intermediate-risk patients would
benefit from recalibration of their SACSbased risk assessment using an additional
surrogate test such as home-based overnight
oximetry. Our internal OSA practice guidelines recommend referral for sleep medicine
consultation when oximetry results are abnormal—specifically, an oxygen desaturation index (ODI) of ≥5, a mean saturation less
than 89%, and a minimum saturation of 75%
or less.
Our objectives in this study were to compare the diagnostic implications of these 3
measurements from home-based overnight
oximetry reports and use the most relevant re-
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sult to derive a predictive model further refining
PTP of OSA in a primary care patient population first stratified to intermediate risk by SACS.

METHODS
Subjects
We performed secondary analyses on data
obtained from our SACS validation cohort.6
In brief, these were patients suspected of
having OSA based on the presence of signs,
symptoms, or associated risk factors. One
hundred ninety-one patients completed all
assessments. Sixty-six of 191 patients (35%)
were categorized as intermediate risk (SACS
6-14; OSA probability 41% [27/66]).
Data collection and analyses
Participants completed home-based overnight oximetry using Nonin Model 2500
oximeters (Nonin Medical Inc., Plymouth,
Minn). We transferred oximetry results from
the sleep lab database to a statistical program
for analyses of ODI, mean saturation, and
minimal saturation. ODI was defined as the
number of 4% drops in saturation from baseline divided by the number of hours of recording time. Although the AASM states that
a diagnosis of OSA is confirmed if the number
of obstructive events is more than 15 per hour
or more than 5 per hour in a patient who reports related symptoms,4 we defined OSA as
an apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) of >10 based
on polysomnography (as this was the threshold used in the derivation cohort for SACS).7
We demonstrated the predictive ability of
SACS at various AHI definitions of OSA in
our validation cohort.6 The use of SACS in our
validation cohort showed a statistically similar ability to predict OSA at both an AHI of 10
and 20, compared with the derivation cohort.
We entered additional information reported directly by patients and obtained from
their sleep studies into a REDCap database
and transferred that to our statistical program.
We used descriptive statistics to determine
ranges and central tendencies of oximetry results. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
analyses described the predictive abilities for
each oximetry result individually and in serial
application with prior SACS determinations.
For comparison, we used the area under the
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FIGURE 1

Sleep Apnea Clinical Score7 and modified table8
Ask the patient the following questions, and use the subsequent table to estimate risk for OSA.
1. Do you have high blood pressure or have you been told to take medication for high blood pressure?
Yes
No
2. People who have shared (or are sharing) my bedroom tell me that I snore. Please pick the best
response for the frequency of your snoring:
I don’t know
Never
Rarely (1-2 times per year)
Occasionally (4-8 times per year)
Sometimes (1-2 times per month)
Often (1-2 times per week)
Usually (3-5 times per week) [equals 1 “historical feature”]
Always (every night) [equals 1 “historical feature”]
3. I have been told by other people that I gasp, choke, or snort while I am sleeping. Please pick the
best response for the frequency of any of these symptoms:

Serial
application of
the Sleep Apnea
Clinical Score
and overnight
oxygen
desaturation
index yielded
the best
diagnostic
results.

I don’t know
Never
Rarely (1-2 times per year)
Occasionally (4-8 times per year)
Sometimes (1-2 times per month)
Often (1-2 times per week)
Usually (3-5 times per week) [equals 1 “historical feature”]
Always (every night) [equals 1 “historical feature”]
4. Neck measurement. (We will measure you.) ___ ___ cm
Total number of historical features: _____
(Circle the patient’s score)

Prediction of OSA—Sleep Apnea Clinical Score
Not hypertensive

Hypertensive

Historical features*

Historical features*

Neck Circumference (cm)

None

One

Both

None

One

Both

<30

0

0

1

0

1

2

30-31

0

0

1

1

2

4

32-33

0

1

2

1

3

5

34-35

1

2

3

2

4

8

36-37

1

3

5

4

6

11

38-39

2

4

7

5

9

16

40-41

3

6

10

8

13

22

42-43

5

8

14

11

18

30

44-45

7

12

20

15

25

42

46-47

10

16

28

21

35

58

48-49

14

23

38

29

48

80

>49

19

32

53

40

66

110

OSA, obstructive sleep apnea.
*Historical features: 1) habitual snoring 2) partner reports of gasping, choking, or snorting.

■ Low risk for OSA (<25%); ■ Intermediate risk for OSA (25%-75%); ■ High risk for OSA (>75%).
Table modified from: Gali B et al. J Clin Sleep Med. 2007.8
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TABLE 1

Median and quartile results for 3 overnight oximetry measures
Oximetry measure

Lower quartile

Median

Upper quartile

Oxygen desaturation index

4

7.6

13

Mean oxygen saturation

91.2

92.8

94

Minimum oxygen saturation

79

83

86

An oxygen
desaturation
index result >10
effected an
upward
recalibration
of disease
probability.

ROC curve (AUC) from logistic regression to
model the probability of OSA.
We calculated positive likelihood ratios
(LR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) to
determine the degree of oximetry abnormality that would recalibrate risk either to a high
PTP of OSA (>75%) or a low PTP (<25%). We
sorted intermediate-risk SACS scores into
quintiles based on ODI results to compare
the resulting PTPs of OSA. We applied the
PTP of OSA from our previous work (using
the SACS score to compute the LR) as the
new PTP, estimated the LR based on ODI, and
computed an updated PTP of OSA. We also
used ROC analysis to determine the optimal
cutoff value of the ODI.
Finally, in accordance with our internal
clinical practice recommendations, we examined the predictive ability of a “positive”
ODI result of ≥5 to recalibrate risk prediction
for OSA for patients in the low-risk group. We
performed analyses using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

RESULTS
One hundred ninety-one subjects completed
assessments. The median and quartile results
for ODI, mean saturation, and minimum saturation are found in TABLE 1. TABLE 2 shows the
distribution of patients with positive oximetry
results. An ODI of 5 or greater was the most frequent abnormal result (135/191; 70.7%).
We used the AUC to measure the comparative abilities of SACS and the 3 overnight
oximetry results in predicting OSA (TABLE 3).
ODI results demonstrated the best ability to
predict OSA, compared with polysomnography as the relative gold standard (AUC, 0.88;
95% confidence interval [CI], 0.83-0.93). Serial application of SACS and ODI yielded even
better diagnostic results (AUC, 0.90; 95% CI,
0.85-0.95).
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As ODI was found to be the strongest
predictor of OSA, we grouped these results in
quintiles and calculated positive LRs. TABLE 4
shows their effect on PTP of disease among
patients with intermediate risk. An ODI result
>10 effected an upward recalibration of disease probability (LR, 2.33; 95% CI, 1.27-4.26).
The optimal cutoff of ODI to discriminate between those with and without OSA was determined by ROC analysis. An ODI greater than
8.4 created a PTP of disease of approximately
73% to 77%.
Our internal clinical guidelines recommend referring patients with an ODI of 5 or
greater for sleep medicine consultation. We
examined the ability of this ODI result to recalibrate disease suspicion for a patient at low
risk (SACS ≤5). The LR for ODI of 5 or greater
is 2.1, but this only results in a recalibration
of risk from 24% pretest probability in our
validation cohort to 41% PTP (95% CI, 33-49).
This low cutoff for a positive test creates falsepositive results more than 40% of the time due
to low specificity (0.58). This is insufficient to
change the suspicion of disease, resulting only
in a shift to intermediate OSA risk.

DISCUSSION
Among 3 different oximetry measurements,
an ODI ≥10 best predicts OSA, both independently and when used sequentially
after the SACS. ODI was by far the most
frequent abnormality on oximetry in our
cohort, thereby increasing its utility in clinical decision making. For those subjects
at intermediate risk, a cutoff of 10 for the
ODI result may be a simple and clinically
effective way to recalibrate risk and aid in
making referral decisions. (This may also
be simpler and more easily remembered by
clinicians than the 8.4 ODI results from the
ROC analyses.)
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TABLE 2

Frequency of abnormal overnight oximetry results for 191 patients
Oximetry measure

Result definitions

Frequency

%

Oxygen desaturation index

<5 (negative result)

56

29.3

≥5 (positive result)

135

70.7

≥89% (negative result)

181

94.8

<89% (positive result)

10

5.2

≥75% (negative result)

164

85.9

<75% (positive result)

27

14.1

Mean oxygen saturation

Minimum oxygen saturation

TABLE 3

Receiver operator characteristics analyses
These results demonstrate the comparative ability of SACS7 and findings from overnight oximetry, alone and in serial application,
to predict obstructive sleep apnea.
AUC (95% CI)
SACS

0.72 (0.64-0.79)

Oxygen desaturation index

0.88 (0.83-0.93)

Mean oxygen saturation (treated as a continuous variable)

0.63 (0.55-0.71)

Minimum oxygen saturation (treated as a continuous variable)

0.77 (0.70-0.83)

SACS + oxygen desaturation index

0.90 (0.85-0.95)

SACS + mean oxygen saturation

0.88 (0.82-0.93)

SACS + minimum oxygen saturation

0.88 (0.83-0.93)

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; SACS, Sleep Apnea Clinical Score.

❚ Assessment is inadequate without a
clinical prediction rule. Unfortunately, pro-

viders cannot simply rely on clinical gestalt in
diagnosing OSA. In their derivation cohort,
Flemens et al examined the LRs created by
SACS and by clinician prediction based on
history and physical exam.7 The SACS LRs
ranged from 5.17 to 0.25, a 20-fold range.
This reflected superior diagnostic information compared with subjective physician
impression, where LRs ranged from 3.7 to
0.52, a seven-fold range. Myers et al prepared
a meta-analysis of 4 different trials that examined physicians’ ability to predict OSA.9
Despite the researchers’ use of experienced
sleep medicine doctors, the overall diagnostic accuracy of clinical impression was mod-
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est (summary positive LR, 1.7; 95% CI, 1.5-2;
I2 = 0%; summary negative LR, 0.67; 95% CI,
0.60-0.74; I2 = 10%; sensitivity, 58%; specificity, 67%). This is similar to reliance on a single
clinical sign or symptom to predict OSA.
❚ Wise use of oximetry augments SACS
calculation. To limit unnecessary oximetry

testing in low- and high-risk groups and to
avoid polysomnography in cases of a low PTP
of disease, we advocate limiting oximetry testing to individuals in the SACS intermediaterisk group (FIGURE 2 ) wherein ODI results can
potentially recalibrate risk assessment up or
down. (Those in the high- risk group should
be referred to a sleep medicine specialist.)
Our institutional recommendation of using
an ODI result of ≥5 as a threshold to increase
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TABLE 4

Effect of ODI results on posttest probability of disease
For patients at intermediate risk for OSA as determined by SACS7
SACS

6-10

11-14

Probability of OSA
after SACS

0.40

0.44

ODI quintiles

Positive likelihood ratio
(95% CI)

Updated post-test
probability

0 - ≤3

0.13 (0.04-0.39)

0.08

>3 - ≤6

0.27 (0.12-0.61)

0.15

>6 - ≤10

0.49 (0.25-0.94)

0.24

>10 - ≤16

2.33 (1.27-4.26)

0.60

>16

26.65 (6.61-107.45)

0.95

0 - ≤3

0.13 (0.04-0.39)

0.09

>3 - ≤6

0.27 (0.12-0.61)

0.18

>6 - ≤10

0.49 (0.25-0.94)

0.28

>10 - ≤16

2.33 (1.27-4.26)

0.65

>16

26.65 (6.61-107.45)

0.96

CI, confidence interval; ODI, oxygen desaturation index; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; SACS, Sleep Apnea Clinical Score.

suspicion of disease requires a caveat for the
low-risk group. “Positive” results at that low
diagnostic threshold are frequently false.
❚ Multiple benefits of SACS. We believe
using the SACS calculation during clinical
encounters with patients potentially at risk
for OSA would increase diagnostic accuracy.
Performing risk stratification with SACS
should not be an undue burden on providers,
and the increased time spent with patients
has its own benefits, including helping them
better understand their risk. Using this standardized process—augmented, as needed,
with overnight ODI assessment—might also
encourage more patients to follow through
on subsequent recommendations, as their
risk is further quantified objectively. Lastly,
unnecessary testing with polysomnography
could be avoided.
❚ Limitations of our study. This study’s
findings were derived from a patient population in a single institution. Replication of the
findings from other settings would be helpful.
❚ Looking forward. It is yet unclear
if clinicians will embrace these strategies
in real-world primary care practice. We
have designed an implementation-anddissemination trial to assess whether family
physicians will use the SACS clinical predication rule in everyday practice and whether
our evidence-based recommendations about
overnight oximetry will be followed. Underly-
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ing our suggested clinical evaluation pathway
(FIGURE 2) is the belief that there is value gained
from sharing the decision-making process
with patients. Although we provide new evidence that informs these conversations, the
patient’s values and preferences are important when determining the best direction to
proceed in the evaluation for suspected OSA.
These recommendations are intended to aid,
not replace, good clinical judgment.
Home-based sleep testing has become
more widely available, is convenient for patients, and is less expensive than lab-based
polysomnography. Our study did not directly
address the appropriate circumstances for
home studies in clinical evaluation. We rely on
the expertise of our sleep medicine colleagues
to determine which patients are appropriate
candidates for home-based studies.
The AASM states that “portable monitors (PM) for the diagnosis of OSA should
be [used] only in conjunction with a comprehensive sleep evaluation. Clinical sleep
evaluations using PM must be supervised
by a practitioner with board certification in
sleep medicine or an individual who fulfills
the eligibility criteria for the sleep medicine
certification examination.”4 Additionally, the
group recommends that PM “may be used
in the unattended setting as an alternative to
polysomnography for the diagnosis of OSA
in patients with a high pretest probability of
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FIGURE 2

Recommended clinical evaluation pathway for primary care patients
suspected of having obstructive sleep apnea
Perform risk stratification
with SACS.

Patient’s symptoms or
history suggest a risk for OSA.

Discuss SACS results with
the patient and agree on
next steps.

Low risk
Recommend observation
and conservative
measures/interventions.

Intermediate risk
No

Revise risk with overnight
oximetry testing. Is the
ODI ≥10?

High risk

Yes

Refer the patient to a sleep
medicine specialist.

ODI, oxygen desaturation index; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; SACS, Sleep Apnea Clinical Score.7

moderate to severe OSA and no comorbid
sleep disorder or major comorbid medical
disorders.”4 			
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